
Expanding Online Engagement 

The World is More Interconnected 
Than Ever Before 

In the past three years, Cultural Vistas has 
implemented new program models, including 
those utilized in the American Youth Leadership 
Program with Japan and the recently-launched 
Cultural Vistas Fellowship, that employ online 
and virtual learning platforms to increase 
collaboration among participants; and inspire a 
more active and engaged exchange experience.

Our nonprofit also continues to embrace the 
significant role social media and storytelling 
play in an organization's overall success. 
As a communication channel, Cultural Vistas' 
online communities have created a host of new 
ways to inform, listen, learn from, and engage 
stakeholders in real-time. 

These communities make it easy to share 
the impact of our programs, while providing 
a convenient forum for our American and 
international alumni to stay connected with 
us and each other.

What 
They're Saying

Diplomats, educators, experts, 
and alumni alike – they are all part 

of the personal experience as Cultural 
Vistas helps individuals connect with 

the world around them. Here is 
a glimpse into what folks have 

been saying about their 
experiences in 2012.

Ann Stock
    @ECA_AS

“We learned a lot 
from them too.”MT: @CulturalVistas: Members of 

our KoreaWEST pgrm learning 
from @AnnatState & co

Students 
in our Korea 

WEST program spent an 
afternoon with Ann Stock, 

U.S. Assistant Secretary of 
State for Educational and Cultural 

Affairs, and State Department 
offi cials learning more about 

the relationship between 
the United States and 

South Korea.

Elisa 
     Sarmiento Flores

“Thank you Cultural Vistas and 
your partners for creating very useful 

and appropriate programs. The Resource 
Persons gave us fresh ideas and programs 
we could defi nitely apply in our country. 
Though we may have end our program 
today in the U.S., this shall mark the 

beginning of new programs in 
our country!”

Elisa 
Sarmiento 

Flores is a native 
of the Philippines and 

2012 alumna in the 
International Visitors 

Leadership 
Program

Thom Woodroofe
     @thomwoodroofe

“Flying off to 
Washington, New York, 
Texas, Oregon & Hawaii 
for three weeks with the 

US @StateDept 
on #IVLP”

Thomas 
Woodroofe is 

a 2012 alumnus 
of the International 
Visitor Leadership 

Program

Michael McFaul
     @McFaul

“Great discussion. Hard 
but interesting questions.” 

RT @AlfaFellowship @McFaul 
Thanks for hosting the tenth group 

of Alfa Fellows on Friday!

U.S. 
Ambassador 

to the Russian 
Federation, Michael 

McFaul, hosts the tenth 
group of Alfa Fellows 

in Moscow

Max 
Solomon is 

a 2012 alumnus 
of American Youth 

Leadership 
Program

Max Solomon
     @Lilsonic101

“When coming back 
from Japan I not only came 

back with greater knowledge 
but I also came back a new 

person. This was all 
thanks to 

@CulturalVistas”


